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Just 25% of influencers know a brand’s goals for the campaigns they work on, according to new research

by influencer marketing platform ZINE (https://zine.co/brands/).



ZINE surveyed 1,000 influencers and more than 1,300 consumers, to discover how influencers work with

brands, and how consumers perceive posts that are sponsored by brands.



Key finding of the report are:



Influencer follower numbers are a brand’s first concern, but consumers are more interested in trust,

connection and specialist knowledge. 

•	41% of influencers report that brands ask them for follower numbers before deciding whether to work

with them. Only 29% of influencers are asked about their audience demographics. Just 11% of influencers

who are paid to post a blog for a brand are asked for their analytics to prove the value of the post. 

•	25% of consumers are likely or very likely to buy a product when someone with more than one million

followers recommends it. Half of consumers are likely or very likely to buy on the recommendation of

someone who specialises in that area. 



Only a quarter of brands share campaign goals with influencers. 



Of those brands that did want data:



•	16% wanted the campaign to drive impressions.

•	16% wanted the campaign to drive sales. 

•	13% of brands wanted an increase in social media followers.

•	11% said brands wanted click-through figures.

•	8% wanted to see social sharing stats for the campaign.



Most influencers expect compensation for their work and are selective about brand partnerships.

Brands should expect to pay influencers; rewarding them with ‘exposure’ is not enough. But

influencers are driven by working with the right brand to fit their values, over money. 



•	83% of influencers need some form of reward for their work with a brand (including free event

attendance), whether that is in the form of product or financial payment. 

•	17% of influencers would promote a brand in return for exposure (and these are more likely to those

who are still focused on growing their follower numbers). 

•	73% of influencers put more effort in when they’re passionate about the brand or product. Almost

half (47%) of influencers would reject a collaboration if the brand does not resonate with their personal

brand and/or audience.



ZINE recently launched its influencer marketing technology platform. Designed to reset industry

standards, ZINE provides a scientific approach to branded content creation and campaign analysis.
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The full report is available for free at zineme.com

(https://resources.zineme.com/2018-influencer-marketing-report?utm_campaign=0118_Report&utm_source=Carrot%2FPR)
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